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In the modern geometric approach partial differential equations are cast into 
equivalent ideals of differential forms. The invariance of forms under transfor- 
mation groups is used for constructing invariant solutions by geometric methods. In 
the present paper the concept of partially invariant solutions introduced earlier by 
Ovsjannikov is studied in order to obtain geometric methods for partially invariant 
solutions too. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a system 
Fk x’, x2, u’,..., urn k = I,..., m, (S) 
of partial differential equations in two independent variables and two vector 
fields’ 
satisfying the commutation relation 
Ix, 3 x21 = CIX, + c,x, 
(C, , C, = const.). Let us extend the vector fields X, to the space of variables 
extended by the derivatives pi ,..., py through 
I We use the summation convention. 
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where 
Then the extended vector fields leave invariant the contact forms 
duk -pi dx”. Furthermore, they satisfy the above commutation relation and 
thus they generate a transformation group. 
Now we assume that system (S) is invariant under the vector fields Y, and 
Y,. Then it is well known that we can construct solutions to (S) being 
invariant under the groups generated by Y, and Y,, respectively. These 
invariant solutions are characterized by the property that a point lying in a 
solution manifold is carried by the group to a point lying in the same 
manifold. In other words this property can be expressed by the fact that the 
vector fields Y, sectioned on a solution manifold are contained in the 
tangent space of this manifold. 
Under the assumptions made above Ovsjannikov in [l] had introduced 
and later on in [2] had studied a further type of solutions available by group 
methods which he called partially invariant solutions. These are solution 
manifolds which are contained in a manifold invariant under the group 
generated by Y, and Y,. Since Ovsjannikov’s work has become known many 
applications of group invariant solutions have been studied. However, 
partially invariant solutions have been overlooked in recent applications of 
group theory for partial differential equations. The reason for this may be 
found in the rather complicated construction via the invariants of the group 
Ovsjannikov gave in [ 1] for partially invariant solutions. 
In the present paper we give a new definition of partially invariant 
manifolds and an appropriate coordinate description (D) of them. Then we 
give a geometric approach for constructing partially invariant solutions of 
(S) based on the consideration of the ideal of differential forms’ 
I = (F’,..., F”, co’,..., co”‘), 
where 
ak = duk -pi dx*. 
The result-is as follows: if a system (S) and generators X, and X, are given, 
then by using linear algebra we can write a system (RS) of ordinary 
differential equations so that we obtain partially invariant solutions of (S) by 
inserting solutions of (RS) into formula (D). For the sake of simplicity here 
we have confined ourselves to the case of two independent variables and two 
parameter groups. However, the extension to the case of more than two 
independent variables and multiparameter groups is straightforward. 
’ For the notions of the theory of differential manifolds see 13 I. 
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2. PARTIALLY INVARIANT MANIFOLDS 
Let M be a region in R” (n > 3) and y = (y I,..., y”) be coordinates on R”. 
Let 
Y, = r;(Y)+, a = 1) 2, j = l)...) n, 
be two vector fields3 on M satisfying the commutation relation 
[Yl, Y,] = c,x, + C&2 
with the structure constants C, and C,. 
Since the commutation relation holds we can consider the vector fields Y, 
as infinitesimal generators of a local transformation group acting on the 
region M. The group action is constructed as follows. Let 
satisfy the differential equation 
aqi j 
a = r$($k(YT 6), a&u #,(Y, 0) =y, j = l,..., n, 
i.e., y is the initial condition, E a is the distance along integral curves and 
$,*(8/W) = Y,. Next, define the function 
X(YY E’, a = 42(4*(Y, &‘I. &*I 
in M x G, where G c R2(0 E G) is a suitable region. Then x describes the 
action of the group G on M in canonical coordinates of the second kind, see 
141 (or VI). 
In what follows we denote by (UA4, i) an open connected neighbourhood 
WA4 of a fixed point x0 = (x;, xi) E R* with coordinates x = (xi, x2) which 
is mapped into M by the one-to-one mapping 
of maximal rank. Now let (UM, i) have the following property 
and ‘2 /i(x) @ i*x(Tx> (1) 
for al! x E UM, where TX denotes the tangent space at the point x and i*, the 
mapping induced by i on tangent vectors at x. Thus, the submanifold (UM, i) 
is not invariant under Y, (a = 1,2). 
’ All data are assumed to be analytic. 
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Furthermore, it follows from the property (1) that the manifolds (M,, h,) 
(a = 1,2), where 
h, : (x, 0 + @,(i(x>, E”) 
are three-dimensional submanifolds of R”, M, and M, being small 
neighbourhoods of (x0, 0). 
Now we are ready to define partially invariant manifolds. 
DEFINITION. Assume that (UM, i) has property (1). Let the submanifolds 
(M,, h,) and (M,, h2) of R” be invariant under the group generated by the 
vector fields Y, and YZ. Then (UM, i) is partially invariant under Y, and Y, . 
We aim to find conditions assuring that partially invariant manifolds are 
solutions of differential equations. Thus, we need at first appropriate coor- 
dinate representations of partially invariant manifolds. To this end, we 
assume in what follows the inclusion i ; UM-+ M described in coordinates x 
to have the form 
i : x + (x, i”(x) ,..., i”(x)). 
This form can be achieved whenever (UM, i) is a solution manifold to a 
partial differential equation. We remark, that it is not suitable to normalize 
x0 to 0 E R* by the translation x + x - x,,, since this would require trans- 
lational invariance of the differential equation. 
Next, we assume that (CM, i) has the following properties: 
and 
(3) 
for all x E UM. (Obviously it follows from (2) that (1) holds). Now, let us 
show for a = 1 or a = 2, 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (Uhf, i) have properties (2) and (3). Suppose 
(M,, h,) to be invariant under the group generated by Y, and Y,. Then 
there exists a coordinate transformation 
(xl, x2, Em) -+ (s, 6’, 62) 
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mapping a small neighbourhood of (x0, 0) into a small neighbourhood of 
(i”(xJ, 0,O) such that h, expressed in the new coordinates takes the form 
h, : (s, J1, 6’) -+x(x,, s,f4(s),...,f”(s>, 6’3 a2), (4) 
where the functions f 4,..., f n are defined near i”(xJ. 
ProoJ Since (2) holds we can introduce new coordinates by 
ZZ = KXi(x>, 0, a= 1,2, K= 1,2,3, (5) 
where (x, P) and z = (zt, zi, zi) are contained in small neighbourhoods of 
(x,, , 0) and (x,, , i3(x0)), respectively. Upon setting 
w,>7 &“(Z,>> 
for the inverse transformation of (5) we obtain for h, in the coordinates z, 
h R : z, - Pa(Z,h 
where 
p&J = (z,, ~%(x(z,)>l ~aG,)L 4EMx(z,>), Ed)). (6) 
Since by (5) (x, 0) is mapped into z, = (x, i’(x)) it holds for the inverse of 
(5) that (x, i’(x)) -+ (x, 0). Thus, (6) yields 
p,(x, i”(x)) = i(x). (7) 
Now by inverting the transformation 
z:: = $c@&o, s), dl, d2), a= 1,2, K= 1,2,3 (8) 
we again define a coordinate transformation 
z, -+ (s, 6’, 8’) 
from a small neighbourhood of z, = (x0, i3(x0)) onto a small neighbourhood 
of (i3(x0), 0,O). In order to see that this is possible we calculate the Jacobian 
of the right-hand side of (8) at (i’(xJ, 0,O). By using (6) and (7) we obtain 
in a straightforward manner the matrix 
t 
0 GWJ) G(i(xd) 
0 %(x0)) GWd 
1 ~Xi(xJ) W(xd) i 
having non-vanishing determinant since (3) holds. 
Since the manifolds (M,, h,) (a = I, 2) are invariant under the group 
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generated by Y, and Y, we can use the proof of the proposition in 
[S, Sect. 31 to show that in coordinates (s, J1, 8’) for M,, 
h, : (s, 6’3 6’) -+,X@&O, s), 6’9 d2) (9) 
holds. Upon substituting 
f’(s) = #$(i(x(xo, s)), P(XOI s)), j = 4,..., n, 
into (6) we obtain from (9) that (4) holds. 
Next, we use Proposition 1 in order to show 
PROPOSITION 2. Under the assumption of Proposition 1 the following 
holds: There exists a coordinate transformation 
(xl, x’) + (a’, a’) 
mapping a small neighbourhood of x0 into a small neighbourhood of 
(i3(x0), 0) such that i described in the new coordinates u = (a’, a’) takes the 
form 
i : (5 + X(x,,f “(a’) ,..., f “(a’), t(u), a’), (10) 
where the functions f 4,...,f * are defined near i3(x,) and t near (i”(x”), 0). 
Furthermore 
t(i”(x& 0) = 0 
holds 
&,ol a= 1,2. 
ProoJ First consider the map A : UM --) M, defined by 
A(x) = (x, 0). 
Denote by 
v : (x, sa) + (s, a*, 8’) 
the coordinate transformation introduced on M, in Proposition 1. Define the 
mappings (v,p’,p*) = (v, fi) on UM by 
W)~P’(X>,P’(X>> = v@(x)). 
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Obviously, 
(v(x,>, P(Xo)) = G”(%)> 090) 
holds. Now the decomposition i = h, 0 A gives, by using Proposition 1, 
0) =x(xOr v(x>,f”(v(x)>,...,f”(v(x)),~r’(x)~ P’(X)). (11) 
Let us calculate the Jacobian of (11) at x0 yielding 
By assumption we have that the matrix on the left-hand side is the 2 x 2 unit 
matrix and that det(lt(i(x,)),,, ,,* # 0. Thus, we obtain at x,,, 
# 0. 
0.y I.2 
Therefore, for x near x,, we can introduce new coordinates A= (A’, A.‘) by the 
transformation 
/I =/l(x). 
From ,u(x,) = (0,O) it follows that ,D - ‘(0,O) = x,,, whereby 
v(L~‘(O,O))= i"(x,). 
Finally, we obtain from (1 I), 
W’(A)> = ~(x,,f~(vCU-‘(~))),...,f’(vCU-‘(~))), A’, 1”). 
Now, we must have in A = (0,O) 
(12) 
since otherwise it would follow from (12) 
1*x” --i. c 
a 
an 1 = ‘1 IiCx,,) 
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in contradiction to property (1) of (UM, i), which results from assumption 
(2). Thus we can define a coordinate transformation from a small 
neighbourhood of (0,O) into a small neighbourhood of (i”(xJ, 0) 
A + u, u = (a’, d) 
by 
CJ’ = v(L-‘(A)), u* = 12. 
Let the inverse of this transformation be given by 
A’ = t(a), /I* = a*. 
Then it follows that 
t(i”(x& 0) = 0 
and 
Finally it follows from (12) that i takes the form (10) if we use the coor- 
dinates o = (a’, a*) for describing it. In order to show that &/&J* # 0 in the 
point (i”(x,,), 0) we only have to use property (1) as above. Thus, near 
(i”(xJ, 0) it holds that dt/&’ # 0. 
The following theorem shows that the inverse of Proposition 2 is true: 
THEOREM 1. Let W be a small neighbourhood of u,, = (a, 0) E R2. Let 
W be mapped into M by the inclusion i and assume that i is given by (10). 
Furthermore, assume that ~(a,) = 0 and 
-$#O, a= 1,2, det(~%(~d),.~= 1.~ f 0. 
Then there exists a neighbourhood UMc W of u0 which together with the 
inclusion i forms a submanifold of M being partially invariant under the 
group genrated by Y, and Y,. 
ProoJ: First we show that the inclusion i has rank two. In the point u0 it 
follows from t(uJ = 0 and (10) that 
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Therefore, 
Thus, there exists a neighbourhood UM c W of u0 such that (UM, i) forms a 
submanifold of M. 
Next, we have to show 
Yl hd 3 Y2 liloj @ idTo). (13) 
Obviously (13) holds if the determinant of 
(14) 
does not vanish in u = (so, a = 1, 2. By (10) we obtain that in u0 (14) 
becomes 
1 
~~(i(~n>) $ <lW,)) -$ + WQ-d> tWd) 
tXi(qJ) $ tXi(u,>> j$ + WuJ> t3h)) 
1 + ti(i(u,)) $ W(d) $ + M&J) T3i(unN 
Introducing 
c = det(~~Wd)L,,= I.2 f 0 
we obtain for the determinant of the matrix (14) in u,, if (Y = 1, 
(1 + tX0,)) j$ j C-c> + tXi(ud) $ c f 0 
and if a = 2, 
(1 + r:(i(u,)) $15 c - (&i(d) j$ + G(i(ud)) $ c 
+ t:(i(u,)) $ c = $ C Z 0. 
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Finally, the invariance of (M,, h,) under the group generated by Y, and Y, 
must be shown. Let sa lie in a small neighbourhood of 0 E R. Then 
h,(u, E”) = #,(i(u), P). 
Upon using the notation 
&(a’) = (x0, ~‘,f~(u’),...,f”(u’)) 
we obtain from (10) 
h,(u, em) = ~,Ol(i&‘), t(u), u*), 0. 
Thus, 
and 
&(a, E’) = xh(io(ul), t(u), u’), 0, &*). (16) 
Now, let the composition functions 
describe the group action (g,, g2) + g, g, (g,, g, E G) in canonical coor- 
dinates of the second kind for the local Lie group G. Then it follows from 
(15) and (16) by using the group properties 
h,(u, E’) =x(io(u’>, w’(l(u), a*, E’, 01, w’(t(o>, u*, E’, 0)) (17) 
and 
h,(a, e*) =x(io(u’), w’(f(u>, u2, 0, E’), yf’(t(u), u2, 0, F’)). 
Consider the Jacobian matrix of 
(18) 
s=u’, 
7’ = u/‘(t(u), *&I, O), (19) 
7* = ly’(t(u), u*, E’, O), 
and 
s = u’, 
7’ = yf’(t(u), u2, 0, E2), 
7* = ly’(t(u), u2, 0,&Z). 
(20) 
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Obviously, we obtain in (a, 0,O) the matrices 
which are non-singular since at/&* # 0. Thus, (19) and (20) are admissible 
coordinate transformations for (0, sa) near (a, 0,O). Upon using these coor- 
dinates h, (a = 1,2) becomes 
showing immediately the invariance of (M,, h,) under the group generated 
by Y, and Y2. 
Let us conclude this section by the following remark. If UM is included 
into M by i : x + (x, i’(x),..., i”(x)) and if (CM, i) possesses properties (2) 
and (3), then it follows from Propositions 1 and 2 and from Theorem 1 that 
invariance of (M, , h,) under the group generated by Y, is equivalent to 
invariance of (M,, h2) under the group generated by Y, 
3. ON FINDING PARTIALLY INVARIANT SOLUTIONS OF 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section we are looking for a method for finding partially invariant 
solutions. Let us assume that 
where 
i(o’, a’) = x(&(u’), t(o’, d), a*), 
i,(u’) = (x0, u1,f4(u’) ,..., f”(u’)). 
We assume further that (a’, u2) lies in a neighbourhood of (a, 0) and that 
t(a, 0) = 0, jg,o, u=l,2 
and 
deG%da))Lb~ I.2 f 0. 
Then i(u’, a’) has the form (10) and represents a partially invariant 
manifold. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let G’,..., G”’ be functions defined in M. Let Y, Gk E 
(G’,..., G”‘) (a = 1, 2, k = l,..., m). Then the conditions Gk 0 i, = 0 and 
Gk o i = 0 are equivalent. 
ProoJ First assume that Gk 0 i, = 0. Since Y,Gk E (G’,..., G”) it 
follows that Gk(y(iO(o’), E’, E*)) = 0 and this proves the first part by 
inserting (sl, 6’) = (t(a’, o*), o*). Next, we assume Gk 0 i = 0. Again 
Y, Gk E (G’,..., G”) yields that Gk o h, = 0, where h,(a’, a*, e’) = 
#,(i(u’, u*), cl). From the proof of Theorem 1 it follows that there exist coor- 
dinates such that h, takes the form (s, z’, r’) -x(iJs), r’, r’). Hereby it 
follows upon setting r1 = 0 and t2 = 0 that Gk(iO(s)) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let o be a one-form on M. Assume that 
L y&4 = 0, a= 1,2. 
Then 4 
i*(u) = i:(o) + (Y, _I o)(&(u’)) $ da’ 
+ VI -I ~)(i&‘)> $ + (Y2 1 w)V,(i&‘>, t(u’, u*),,] do* (21) 
and 
= C,(Y, J ~)G&‘)) + C2(Y2 J ~MM~‘)~ &‘)I (22) 
hold, where C, and C, are the structure constants of the group. 
ProoJ We proceed in analogy to proofs given in [6]. First, we 
decompose the mapping i as follows: 
where id is the identity on R and the mapping from R* into R x R2 x R is 
given by 
(a’, a’) -9 (u’, (a’, a*>, a’). 
In [6] it is shown that L,,w = 0 implies that it holds 
f$,*o = 0, 
4 A denotes the contraction of forms by vector fields. 
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if E* is fixed. Using this we get (21) from the decomposition of i. Of course, 
we also can show (21) by straightforward calculation. Let us show now (22) 
in this way. We obtain 
by differentiation. By 
Y,(YzJo)= [Y,, Y*]Jw+ Y,J&,(w> 
= c, Y, -I w + c, Y, J w, 
it follows that 
Upon inserting (Y, J o)(#,(iJu’), E,)) = (Y, J w)(i,Ju’)) which follows 
from Y,(Y, J m) = 0 we obtain (22). 
Now, let us return to the problem formulated in the Introduction. We are 
looking for solutions u’(x),..., u”‘(x) of partial differential equations so that 
the integral manifold 
. . 
i 
I ad ad sum ae 2 . x + x, u )...) -- Um5 axI ’ ax2 )“*‘~’ x 1 
of the corresponding ideal of differential forms is partially invariant under 
the group generated by the vector fields Y, and Y,. First, we suppose that 
the fields Y, and forms gk = dnk -p”, dx” satisfy 
L y,(Wk> = 0, a = 1, 2, k = 1 ,..., m. 
Thus Proposition 4 becomes applicable. From 
b”(W”> = oc”, -P:,e,r) 0’7 a,p= 1, 2, k, 1= l,..., m, 
we immediately see that the conditions 
L &uk) = 0 
and 
d,, = 0, r&, = 0 
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are equivalent. Therefore, we require that the vector fields X, have the form 
Then the extended vector fields Y, become 
a,p, y= 1, 2, k,I= l,..., m. 
Next, we assume that the group generated by Y, and Y, acts on a. 
submanifold of points (x, U’ ,..., u”‘,p~,p~ ,..., py,py), where the group action 
is expressed by 
x(x, U’,...) zP,p; )..., p;, E’, E2) 
= q4(4,(x, u’,..., Urn, Pf ‘..., PT, El), E2). 
We assume further that 
det(t%-JL,b-= I.2f 0. 
Let us set for (ai, cr*) near (a, 0), 
i(a’, a’) = x(i,(a’), t(u’, a*), u2), 
where 
i,(u’) = (XII, ul, uW),..., u~(u’),P:,(u’),...,Px~‘)), 
t(a, 0) = 0, (23) 
g+O. a= 1,2. 
In the proof of Theorem 1 we have shown that the map (i’, i’) has rank 2. 
Thus the solution manifold i represents a solution of the differential equation 
Fk = 0 in the usual sense. 
From Proposition 3 it follows that Fk(i,(u’)) = 0 is equivalent to 
Fk(i(ul, a’)) = 0. Conditions assuring that i*(ok) = 0 are obtained from 
Proposition 4. By inserting 
io*(w’) = du’ 
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into (21) we find from i*(o’) = 0, 
and furthermore 
(Y,Jw’)(i,(a’))fO 
and 
t(u’, a’) = g(a’) + q(02). 
In order to find further necessary conditions for i*(wk) = 0 we distinguish 
between two cases (C,, C,) = (0,O) and (C, , C,) # (0, 0), where we assume 
without loss of generality C, # 0. First, let (C, , C,) = (0, 0). We obtain from 
(22) 
(Y2 J ~%#,(i&‘), &‘)I = (Yz J ~“)(i&‘)) 
and using (21) 
i*(&) = iz(o”) + (Y, J wk)(iO(ui)) -$ da’ 
+ l(Y, J wx)(i,,(u’))-$+ (Y, J co”)(&(o’))] da*. 
Since (Y, J w’)(io(u’)) # 0 the function dq/du* cannot vanish, i.e., 
dq c -- 
da* - 
(C f 0, C const.). Pa) 
Now from 
k 
i$(w”) = $du’, k = l,..., m, 
we obtain the following necessary conditions for i*(~u~) = 0, k = l,..., m, 
1 = - (Y, J w’)(io(u’))-$$, (24b) 
duk 
$=-(Y,i~*)(i,(ol))-$. k = 2,..., m, (24~) 
(Y, -I wk)(io(u’)) C + (Y, J wk)(io(u’)) = 0, k = l,..., m. Pd) 
40919712 15 
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Next, we consider the case C, # 0. We obtain from (22) 
(Y, J ~kMM~1)9 &‘)I 
= + [C,(Y, J w")(i()(a')) + C,(Y, -I ok)(io(a'))] t+-' 
- g (Y, _J ok)(io(a’)). 
2 
From this equation we find using (21) after straightforward calculation 
i*(ok) = io*(w”) + (Y, A ok>(i&‘>> -$ da’ 
+ [(S-2) (y, J o”)(io(o’)) + eC?(k’(~‘)+q(U’)) 
x 
( 
g (Y, -I w”)(i,,(u’)) + (Y, _I ok)(io(u’)) du*. 
2 )I 
Since (Y, J w’)(iO(ol)) # 0 it is necessary for i*(wk) = 0 that 
(25a) 
where C is constant. If C, = 0 we conclude further C # 0. Finally, the 
following conditions are necessary for i*(mk) = 0: 
1 = -(Y1 _I o’)(i&‘)) g, (25b) 
5 = -(Y, J w”)(i&‘)) -$, k = 2,..., m, WC) 
Y, A w">(i&')> + Y2 1 uk)(i&'))) 
x ec2B(o') = 0 > k = I,..., m. G-1 
It is easy to see that conversely the necessary conditions found above are 
sufficient too. Thus we can formulate 
THEOREM 2. Let Y,Fk E (F’,..., F”‘) (a = 1, 2, k = l,..., m) and 
det(ct(x,)),,,= ,,2 # 0. Let g(u’) and q(u*) be deJned near a E IF? and 0 E JR, 
respectively, where 
$0, $0, g(a) + 4(O) = 0. 
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Assume that &,(a’) is given by (23) and satisfies 
Fk(i,(a’)) = 0, k = l,..., m. 
Then the following holds. If the conditions (24) or (25) are satisfied then 
x(i&‘>, do’) + s(u2>3 0’) 
expresses a partially invariant solution manifold of the ideal 
I = (F’,..., F”, W’ ,..., co”‘). 
4. APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 2 
Theorem 2 yields a method for determining partially invariant solution 
manifolds of partial differential equations being invariant under two- 
parameter groups. For demonstrating this method in contrast to Ovsjan- 
nikov’s method we use the following gasdynamical equation 
au’ au2 au’ au2 
“‘z+g=O, s-z=0 
considered by Ovsjannikov in [ 11. 
First, we express the equation by the ideal I generated by the forms 
F’ = u’p; +p;, 
F2 =p; -pi, 
The vector fields 
w’ = du’ -pf dx’ -p; dx2, 
co2 = du2 -pi dx’ -p; dx’. 
x,=x’&+x2-$+-$, x2=&+&2 
satisfy the commutation relation 
[X,3X,] =-x2 
(thus C, = 0, C, = -1). The extended vector fields 
526 
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Y,F’ =-F’, 
Y, F2 = -F2, 
Y, F’ = 0, 
Y,F’=O, 
Furthermore, for x: # xi 
W~%oN,,D=1,2 f 0. 
holds. In order to find partially invariant solutions of the ideal I according to 
Theorem 1 we need functions 
i&7’) = (x,, u’, u~(a’>,P:o(u’),...,P:o(ul)), km. do*) 
satisfying 
and 
Upon using 
Fk(iO(ul)) = 0, k= 1,2, 
C(Y, 1 wk)(io(u’)) + (Y, A wk)(io(u’)) e -R(o’) = 0, 
k= 1,2, Cf 0, 
-$ (Y, A w’)(io(u’)) = -1, 
(26) 
dui 
da’ 
- -(Y;l w’)(&(u’)) $, 
ds 
z = fJp(02’. 
(Y, J w’)(io(u’>) =pfdo’)xi -z&(u’> 4, 
(Y2 ~~‘)(i&‘)) =A@‘) -d&‘), 
(Y, 1 w2)(iO(u’)) = 1 --~:~(a’) xh -p&(0’) xi, 
(Y, J ~‘)M~‘)) = -ddu’) --P&(u’) 
(27) 
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Eqs. (26) become 
d&‘) = -h&(d), 
PkJoJ’) =L&(u’), 
(Cxi + e- R’u1’ )plo(a’) + (Cxh + e-K’““)p&(u’) = 0, 
(Cx: + e-“‘““)p~o(u’) + (Cx: + e-K’““)p&,(u’) = C. 
Now, let u’ be contained in a small neighbourhood of a E R and g(a) = b. 
Then it follows from 
a(CXA + epb)2 + (Cx: + emb)2 f 0 
that the above equations yield 
P:&‘) = - 
C(Cxi + e-R’o”) 
u’(cx:, + e-Rw))2 + (Cx:, + e-Kb’))2 ’ 
d&‘> = 
C(Cxi + epKio”) 
u’(cx; + e-R’n”)Z + (Cx,: + e-“““)2 ’ 
P:o@‘) =P:ow~ 
p&(u’) = -u’p;&‘). 
If further 
(Cxi + e-“) x; - (Cx; + eC*) xi z 0, 
then we have for u’ near a : (Y, A w’)(I.,Ju’)) # 0 and equations (27) 
become 
ds u’(x; + e-Y(u’))2 + qx; + e-Rb’))2 -= 
da’ C((xi + epR’o”) xi - (Cxi + epR’““) xi) ’ 
du:, u’(cx; + p(d)2 + (Cx:, + e-Kcu~r)r 
do’ - C((Cxi + epR’u” )xA - (Cx: + epncrr”) xi) 
+ (Cxi + ep n(d)X; + a’(cx,Z + e-K’u”) x; 
(28) 
(Cxi + eeRio’)) x; - (Cxt + em.R’u”) xi ’ 
& da2 = Ce -4(c72) 
(q(0) = -b and thus q(u’) = ln(Ca’ + e-“). 
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Finally, we need the groups generated by the vector fields Y, and Y,. We 
obtain the following group actions on the variables x’, x2, u *, u’: 
(x1, x2, u’, u2) + (x’e”, x2eE’, u’, u2 + e’) 
and 
(xl, x2, u’, 24’) * (xl + F2, x2 + E2, u’, u’). 
Now, let ui, g and q satisfy (28) and let a’(~‘, x2), a2(x’, x2) be the inverse 
transformation of 
x’ = x~(Cu’ + eC*) eRco’) + u2, 
x2 = x~(Cu* + e-“) e”‘“” + a* 
Then by Theorem 2 
u’(x’, x2) = u’(x’, x2), 
24*(x’, x2) = ui(a’(x’, x2)) + g(u’(x’, x2)) + ln(Cu’(x’, x2) + e ‘) 
represents a partially invariant solution of the given differential equation. 
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